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IJBD brings together research on the independency and
interdependency of bonds and derivatives in one focus. The
journal encourages innovation in using theory and research
methodology in exploring each area independently and
collectively. IJBD is the only journal that bridges the gap
between theories, policies and practitioners in the field of
bonds and derivatives.
Topics covered include:
• Debt securities and markets including
Islamic bonds (Sukuk)
• Bonds sectors, instruments, yield spreads
and risks
• Valuation of debt securities with or without
embedded options
• Yield measures, spot rates and forward
rates
• Analysis and managing bond portfolios,
bond funds
• Evaluating interest rate strategies
• Managing interest rate risk with interest rate
derivatives instruments
• Gaining insights into the risk profile of
structured products
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• Credit derivatives and
intra-day marginalising
• Delinquency, default and loss analysis
• Advanced liability structures
• Foreign exchange determination and
forecasting
• International asset pricing and currency risk
management
• Impact of electronic trading on FX markets
• International capital markets, international
monetary/fiscal policy
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